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INTRODUCTION1.

The PCR Container Changing System is an
automatic logistic mean for parts
containers maintenance inside the
production plants.

The PCR Container Changing System is an
equipment that permits the
accumulation of a second container
while the robot or operator unloads the
first container.

It incorporates a system that moves the
empty container to a second level,
supplying the production line
immediately with the container awaiting.
It also counts with the translation and
intelligent management of the
containers for a fast replacement and
very short cycle times.



ADVANTAGES2.

The PCR Container Changing System incorporate all
the necessary security measures to eliminate any
possible danger.

The frame is designed to allow the displacement of
the PCR with a forklift/dolly. The means of transport
should have an adequate capacity to the PCR weight.

The movements of the elevators are executed by
spindles driven by electrical motors.

The movement of the containers in the PCR are
executed by chains driven by electrical motors.

Operating voltage: 400 V - 50 Hz
Maximum charge: 500 daN
Motor power: 0.55 kw



ADVANTAGES2.

With PCR several problems are solved:

Optimization of space at the production line border.

Ergonomics Improvement for the operators

Savings for maneuverability in the internal logistics.

This product is specially focused for its application in the automotive sector.

Reliable electrical functioning, where the movements for exchanging empty/full containers
are automatic and safe.

The design applies the philosophy of big shop stocks with stacker cranes, but in a compact
version.



PCR PARTS3.

SUPERIOR CARRIER CONVEYOR KIT

INSTRUMENT DISPLAY

ELEVATOR

FRAME
INFERIOR CARRIER CONVEYOR KIT

PROTECTIONS

MOTORIZED CONVEYOR KIT



Full container load at the fix tray entrance. The container slides on the
rollers to a retractable double mechanical system. One of the systems
disappears if the mobile tray is in the low position and the other one
retracts activated manually by the operator, validating the entrance of
the full container to the operator zone.

Once the operator authorizes the entrance of the container, it slides up
to the end, over the retrievable tray to be bandeja móvil .

While the consumption takes place, the empty container may be
replaced on the loading area, the new container is mechanically
retained.

Once the container is empty, the elevator lifts it to the superior level,
where the container will slide to the discharge area.

When the elevator gets to the superior zone, the mechanical stop
devices that retain the container retract, permitting the container to
slide on the tray where it will be unloaded.

Once the position of the container is confirmed to be on the unloading
area, the mobile tray moves to the lower area, retracting one of the 2
mechanic systems that retain the awaiting loaded container.

The operator retracts manually the second mechanical stop device of
the full container, permitting it to scroll down from the awaiting area
to the unloading area.

CYCLE DESCRIPTION4.



APPLICATION EXAMPLE5.



IMAGES GALLERY6.
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